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A Tapestry of Data Issues

My comments will focus on the tapestry, not the threads.
Some uses of economic statistics:

To

⎧⎨⎩ understandanticipate
influence

⎫⎬⎭ the behavior of the economy:
⎧⎨⎩ inferenceforecasting
policy

⎫⎬⎭
Empirical economic analysis necessarily in tandem w/theory, data.
• Anticipate problems before they occur (early/advance warning)
• II Detect problems as/soon after they occur (rapid detection)
• Rapid adjustment to/correction of problem (timely policy)
• Avoid the same problem in the future (learning from mistakes)
• Anticipate/avoid similar potential problems (ditto)

May involve gathering new statistics, based on analysis.
Need data on shadow banking sector, but what data?
Eichner, Kohn, and Palumbo (2010, FEDS DP 2010—20)

• The process is evolving, structure- and institution-dependent.
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Example of detection: modeled vs unmodeled imbalances
Modeled equilibrating imbalances (measured disequilibria)
Unmodeled (non-equilibrating?) imbalances

Detection by impulse indicator saturation (IIS)?
See Hendry, Johansen, Nielsen, Santos, Pretis, . . . for details.

E.g., US stock market, UK exchange rate, recent financial crisis
Ericsson and Reisman (August 2012) Int’l Adv. in Ec. Research.

Simple example: AR(1)+IIS for∆ , 1980Q1⇒ 2008Q1. . .Q4

A simple timely detection, in light of ∆20084 ≈ −33%.
Versus a long wait for Andrews, Bai—Perron to detect.

In practice: multivariate systems with IIS, step IS, trend IS, ...
High frequency, sector-/firm-specific data.

Some features of data series, of a database
Existence and Frequency
Accessibility and Ease of use
Timeliness and Accuracy (and data revisions): Vintages?
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A Centralized Evolving Database:
FRED (Federal Reserve Economic Data)
(maintained by the St Louis Fed: research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/)

Anderson (2006, FRB St Louis Review), Poole (2007, ditto), www

1961: Homer Jones’s regular memo on 3 mon. agg. (policy focus)
1961—1989: + add’l series/releases; ∼100 =⇒ ∼45,000 recipients.
1991: FRED introduced; dial-up electronic bulletin board.
1996: FRED on the web; data must be copied as text.
2002: FRED as a database: users may download data files.
2012: 61,000 series; 46 nat’l, int’l, public and private sources:
FRB, BEA, BLS, DowJ, S&P, NBER, CBs, OECD, IMF, etc.
Timely availability: often w/in 15—60 minutes of source’s release
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More aspects on FRED
ALFRED: snap-shots of FRED (vintage data)
FRED as “organic”, evolving (series provided, mechanisms)
APIs; data analysis tools
Actively seeks user feedback; aggressive expansion of collection
Integration with academic teaching

Benefits
Transparency, accountability, information distribution (Poole)
Centralized data “collection” =⇒ single-stop data “shopping”
Positive externalities to policymakers

re. wide-spread analysis of FRED data
Real-time (policy) and historical/vintage (replicability)
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U.S. Nat’l Research Council report (1985, subsequent)
• Funding organizations should encourage data sharing by careful
consideration and review of plans to do so in applications for
research funds.
•Organizations funding large-scale, general-purpose data sets should
be alert to the need for data archives and consider encouraging
such archives where a significant need is not now being met.

=⇒ Grant incentive structure? Enforcement? (carrot and stick)

Potential ESRC and UK Gov’t Activities
• A UK “FRED”? [learn from FRED]
• Or, join St Louis FRED? [piggyback on FRED]
• Encourage/coordinate UK gov’t involvement; ditto, non-gov’t.
• Base new data collection on economic analysis (EKP); evaluate.

Many thanks to the organizers for arranging a stimulating sympo-
sium in a beautiful locale!
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